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By National Geographic

National Geographic. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 528 pages. Dimensions: 6.6in. x
6.3in. x 1.6in.The first in National Geographics 365-photo-a-day line of inspirational books, Daily
Joy unites inspiring words of joy with lovely National Geographic images of the world--a perfect gift
to keep on your bedside table to read just before bed or first thing in the morning. Crafted in the
tradition of the successful Offerings series from AbramsStewart Tabori and Chang, Daily Joys
elegant design features 365 days of gorgeous National Geographic photography, each one paired
with a meaningful quotation, meditation, or thought that will help readers find joy every day of the
year. Each month has a theme, and all the quotes are centered around it: JanuaryRenewal: Just
where you are--thats the place to start. --Pema ChodronFebruaryLove: Love one another, but make
not a bond of love: Let it rather be a moving sea between the shores of your souls. --Khalil
GibranMarchAuthenticity: Happiness is when what you think, what you say, and what you do are in
harmony. --Mahatma GandhiAprilGrowth: A jug fills drop by drop. --BuddhaMayCourage: It takes as
much courage to have tried and failed as it has to have tried and succeeded. --Anne Morrow
LindberghJunePerspective:...
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ReviewsReviews

A top quality publication along with the font used was intriguing to read. I really could comprehended everything using this written e ebook. Its been
designed in an remarkably straightforward way and it is only a er i finished reading through this publication by which basically altered me, modify the
way i believe.
-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.

Very useful to all of group of people. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will planning to study yet again once again down the road. I am
just very easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a created book.
-- Mark Bernier-- Mark Bernier
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